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All recursive real functions are continuous; in fact all the B-recursive
real functions are continuous for any oracle B, simply because Turing
machines computing them are finite objects. But simple discontinuous
functions such as step functions have to be in some sense ``easy'' if they
have recursive values and break points, although they are not com-
putable by the usual definition. It seems unfair to label them noncom-
putable in the entire region just because of a few break points. In this
paper, we investigate the properties of broader classes of almost
everywhere recursive, weakly almost everywhere recursive, and recur-
sively approximable real-valued functions, which capture these ``easy''
step functions and many other nonrecursive functions. Recursive ver-
sions of the classical Lusin and Egoroff Theorems are proved. We also
characterize the property of the limit of a recursive sequence of func-
tions and show that different notions of convergence (uniform,
pointwise, or in measure) will result in different characterizations of the
limiting function. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. PRELIMINARIES
A real-valued function on a bounded domain is recursive
if there is an effective way (say, by a Turing machine) to
approximate its value at a point x as accurately as we like,
if an approximation to x itself is given (say, as an oracle). In
the following, let N be the set of nonnegative integers; D be
the set of dyadic rationals; and Dn be the set of dyadic
rationals of the form m2n, where m is any integer and n is
a positive integer, and so we have D=n Dn . Let CFx
(Cauchy functions for x) denote the set of all dyadic rational
functions , such that ,(n) # Dn and |,(n)&x|2&n. There
is one special ;x # CFx , called the standard Cauchy function
for x, which has the property that |;x(n)|x<|;x(n)|+
2&n. This ;x is simply the binary expansion of x and is
unique if we adopt the convention that its digits do not con-
verge to 1.
Definition. A real-valued function f on [a, b] is recur-
sive if there exists an oracle Turing machine M such that for
all x # [a, b], all n # N, and all , # CFx ,
| f (x)&M,(n) a|2&n,
where the notation M,(n) a means the result of running M
with oracle , on input n. The down arrow a indicates that
this computation will halt and produce a result, while the up
arrow A means the computation will not halt and hence no
output will be produced. A B-recursive function can be
similarly defined with a Turing machine that uses an extra
oracle B. A recursive sequence of functions [ fn] is a
sequence of recursive functions that can be produced by a
single Turing machine M, such that M(n, } ) is the Turing
machine for fn . A recursive sequence of B-recursive func-
tions is defined similarly.
Note that in the above a and b are recursive real numbers,
and since almost all real functions mentioned in this paper
have bounded domain with recursive end points, we some-
times will not explicitly mention it. If a function is defined
on the entire real line, then this fact will be emphasized.
Many basic properties of a recursive function can be
found in [PR88]. An important result is that recursive func-
tions are closed under effective and uniform convergence.
Theorem 1.1. A real-valued function f on [a, b] is recursive
if and only if there exists a recursive sequence of functions [ fn]
such that fn converges to f uniformly and effectively on [a, b].
In [Ho93], where the notion of a relatively recursive real-
valued function is defined, we have the following version of
the above theorem:
Theorem 1.2 (Uniform Limit). A real-valued function f
on [a, b] is <$-recursive if and only if there exists a recursive
sequence of functions [ fn] such that fn converges to f
uniformly on [a, b].
The idea is that if we drop the requirement that the con-
vergence be effective, then we can only be sure that the func-
tion is recursive in <$, the jump of the empty set which is
Turing equivalent to the halting set K. The converse also
holds. In fact, Theorem 1.2 can be relativized to any oracle B.
One particular application of the theorem is the following:
Theorem 1.3. If f is a real-valued recursive and con-
tinuously differentiable function on [0, 1], then f $ is
<$-recursive on [0, 1].
The proof is based on the fact that we can effectively con-
struct a recursive sequence of functions that converges to f $
uniformly. A detailed proof can be found in [Ho93].
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2. ALMOST EVERYWHERE RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS
All B-recursive functions are continuous. Hence simple
functions such as step functions are considered to be non-
recursive by this definition. In this paper, we expand the
class of recursive functions to include many more functions,
which then can be considered as ``sort of '' computable. We
start with an idea of an almost everywhere recursive func-
tion, which essentially is recursive except on a set of measure
0. Thus step functions with recursive values and a well-
behaved set of break points will fall into this category.
Definition. A set S[a, b] is recursively open if there
is a recursive sequence of rationals [rn] such that (1) for all
i, r2i<r2i+1, and (2) S= i (r2i , r2i+1). Note that in par-
ticular, sets of the form [a, r) or (r, b] are considered open
in the universe [a, b].
Definition. A function f : [a, b]  R is partial recursive
on [a, b] if there exist a set S[a, b] and a Turing
machine M such that
(\x # S )(\, # CFx)[ |M,(n)&f (x)|2&n]
and
(\x # [a, b]&S )(\, # CFx)[M,(n) A].
S is called the domain of f. If in addition S has full Lebesgue
measure, that is, +(S )=b&a, then f is said to be almost
everywhere recursive (abbreviated a.e. recursive) on [a, b].
Ko in [Ko91] has shown that a set is recursively open if
and only if it is the domain of some partial recursive func-
tion. A consequence of this observation is that a partial
recursive function is continuous on its domain. To avoid
unnecessary symbols, we will restrict the domains of the
functions to the closed interval [0, 1] instead of [a, b]. All
the proofs that follow will still be valid for any interval with
recursive end points.
Proposition 2.1. If f is partial recursive on [0, 1] with
domain S, then f is continuous on S.
Proof. Suppose M is a Turing machine which partially
computes f. Let x # S and , # CFx be fixed. Consider the
computation M,(n+1). There is a maximum amount of use
on the oracle, say k terms. Let I be the open interval (,(k)&
2&k, ,(k)+2&k). For every y # I there exists a ,y # CFy such
that the first k terms of ,y and , are the same. Hence we
have M,(n+1)=M ,y(n+1) since the computations do not
use more than k terms on the oracles. Note that IS
because otherwise we would contradict the definition of
a partial recursive function that M does not halt on points
outside of its domain S. Now for all y # I,
| f ( y)&f (x)|| f ( y)&M,y(n+1)|
+|M,y(n+1)&M,(n+1)|
+|M,(n+1)&f (x)|
2&(n+1)+0+2&(n+1)
=2&n,
which shows that f is continuous at x. But x # S is arbitrary,
so f is continuous on S. K
It is clear from the definition that any recursive function
is also a.e. recursive. We state the result formally below:
Proposition 2.2. If f is recursive on [0, 1], then it is a.e.
recursive on [0, 1]. However the converse does not hold.
Proof. Note that any step function with a finite set of
recursive break points and recursive values is sufficient to
show that the converse does not hold. However, in the
following, we give a counterexample which is also con-
tinuous. Let A be any <$-recursive but not recursive set of
natural numbers and a be a 11 total recursive integer func-
tion that enumerates A. Define f (x)=ni=1 2
&a(i) if x=1n,
f (0)=i # A 2&i and linearly interpolated elsewhere on
[0, 1]. This f is not recursive on [0, 1] because f (0) is not
a recursive real. However f is a.e. recursive with domain
(0, 1] because we can effectively approximate its value on
x # (0, 1] by first finding out an integer N such that
1(N+1)x1N and then using a to find out its values
on 1(N+1) and 1N. The portion between these two points
is linear and so f (x) is computable there. Note that f is
indeed continuous on [0, 1]. K
See [Ho93] for an example of an a.e. recursive function
which is nonrecursive on an uncountable set with measure
0. Next we give some basic properties of an a.e. recursive
function.
Proposition 2.3. (1) Suppose f and g are a.e. recursive
on [0, 1]; then f+g, f&g, and f } g are a.e. recursive.
(2) If f and g are a.e. recursive on [a, b] and [c, d ] with
domains Sf and Sg , respectively, then g b f is partial recursive
on [a, b]. If furthermore we have +([x # Sf : f (x)  Sg])=0,
then g b f is a.e. recursive on [a, b].
Proof. (1) The Turing machines computing the sum,
difference, or product will simply run the Turing machines
for both f and g. If and when they both converge, we per-
form the desired arithmetic operations and output the
result. The domain of the new function is just the intersec-
tion of the domains of f and g.
(2) Suppose Mf and Mg are Turing machines comput-
ing f and g, respectively. Define a Turing machine M as
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follows: For all x # [a, b], , # CFx , and n # N, M,(n) will
simulate M g (n), where  is an element of CFf (x) obtained as
follows: whenever Mg queries the oracle (m), M will go
into a subroutine call by simulating M ,f(m); if the computa-
tion halts, M will output the result, otherwise it will diverge.
It is clear that M computes g b f, and hence that g b f is par-
tial recursive. The domain for g b f is Sg b f=[x # Sf :
f (x) # Sg], with measure +(Sg b f )=+(Sf )&+([x # Sf :
f (x)  Sg]=(b&a)&0=b&a, if we have the additional
condition in (2). Hence g b f is a.e. recursive on [a, b]. K
The additional condition in (2) above is required so that
we can avoid degenerate cases such as f being a constant
function mapping everything to a single point at which g is
not recursive.
A nice property of the class of bounded a.e. recursive
functions is that it is closed under integration; in fact
integration makes them recursive.
Theorem 2.4. If an a.e. recursive f is bounded on [0, 1],
then xa f (t) dt is recursive on [0, 1] (therefore is also a.e.
recursive).
Proof. We will prove a more general version in
Theorem 4.4. K
On the other hand, the class of a.e. recursive functions are
not closed under differentiation. This can be seen via a
corollary to a theorem first proved by Myhill [My71] and
generalized by Ko [Ko91].
Theorem 2.5 (MyhillKo). There exists a continuously
differentiable recursive function f on [0, 1] such that f $(d ) is
not a recursive real number for every dyadic rational
d # [0, 1].1
Proof. The proof can be found in [Ko91, pp. 193196].
K
Corollary 2.6. There exists a recursive function f such
that f is continuously differentiable on [0, 1] but f $ is not a.e.
recursive.
Proof. Take f to be the recursive function in the above
theorem. If f $ is a.e. recursive, then its domain is a recur-
sively open set of measure 1. But any nonempty open subset
of [0, 1] must contain infinitely many dyadic rationals and
f $ is not computable at any of those. K
The following theorem states the relationship between
recursive, a.e. recursive, and <$-recursive functions and
continuity. We make use of a theorem by Pour-El and
Richards which says that if a recursive function f on [0, 1]
is differentiable and such that f $ is effectively uniformly con-
tinuous, then f $ is also recursive. See [PR88, p. 53] for
details.
Theorem 2.7. Suppose f is a.e. recursive on [0, 1]. We
have
(1) if f is continuous, then it is <$-recursive, and
(2) if f is effectively uniformly continuous, then it is recur-
sive.
Proof. Let F be the anti-derivative of f.
(1) f continuous on [0, 1] implies that it is also boun-
ded there. By Theorem 2.4, F is recursive and continuously
differentiable. By Theorem 1.3, f=F $ is <$-recursive.
(2) If f is effectively uniformly continuous, then by (1),
F is recursive and is continuously differentiable. Now if
f=F $ is effectively uniformly continuous, then it is recur-
sive, by a theorem of Pour-El and Richards [PR88,
p. 53]. K
However, <$-recursiveness does not imply a.e. recursive-
ness, as can be seen via the example of a constant function
f (x)=k for all x # [0, 1], where k is any <$-recursive but
nonrecursive real number. This f is <$-recursive but not a.e.
recursive on [0, 1].
An almost everywhere recursive function can be charac-
terized by the following theorem. It is similar to the classical
Lusin Theorem which essentially says that every
measurable function is nearly continuous.2 Similarly, our
theorem says that every a.e. recursive function is nearly
recursive (and therefore continuous.)
Theorem 2.8 (Effective Lusin). A function f is a.e.
recursive on [0, 1] if and only if there exists a recursive
sequence of functions [gn] and a recursive sequence of nested
sets [An] where each An is a finite union of closed intervals
with rational end points such that for all n, AnAn+1 ,
+(An)>1&2&n and An[x : f (x)=gn(x)].
Proof. (O). Suppose that f is a.e. recursive on [0, 1].
By definition of a.e. recursiveness, the domain of f is a recur-
sively open set S=i (ai , bi) such that +(S)=1. Given n,
we will construct the set An as follows: Enumerate the inter-
vals [(ai , bi)] until we have an integer N such that
+(Ni=1 (ai , bi))1&2
&(n+1). Note that without loss of
generality, we can assume that all these N open intervals are
pairwise disjoint and such that biai+1 for all i=1, ...,
N&1. Let An=Ni=1 [a$i , b$i] where a$i=ai+(bi&ai)2
n+2
and b$i=bi&(bi&ai)2
n+2. That is, we trim and close the
open intervals a little bit on the sides. Now +(An)=
N1 +([a$i , b$i])=
N
1 (1&2
&(n+1))(bi&ai)=(1&2&(n+1))
+(N1 (ai , bi))(1&2
&(n+1))2>1&2&n. Since this con-
struction is effective in n, the sequence [An] is recursive.
Note that we also have AnAn+1 for all n.
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1 In fact, Ko showed that f can be made ``polynomial time computable.''
However, being recursive is good enough here for our purpose.
2 Formally, the Lusin Theorem states that for any measurable real-
valued function f on [0, 1], and for a given $>0, there exists a continuous
function g on [0, 1] such that +[x : f (x){g(x)]$.
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Now we can define the function gn :
gn(x)={
f (x) if x # An
f (a$1) if 0xa$1
(x&b$i)
f (a$i+1)&f (b$i)
a$i+1&b$i
+ f (b$i)
if b$ixa$i+1 for i=1, ..., N&1
f (b$N) if b$Nx1.
This function gn is the same as f on An and is piecewise linear
in between the intervals of An . It is also recursive on [0, 1]
because f is recursive on An and any linear function with
recursive values on the endpoints is also recursive. Finally,
it is clear that An[x : f (x)=gn(x)].
(o). Suppose we have the functions gn and the sets An .
Let S=n int(An) where int(An) means the interior of the
set An . This S is recursively open since we can effectively list
the endpoints of An . We have the measure of S, +(S )
+(int(An))=+(An)>1&2&n for all n and hence +(S ) must
equal 1. We define a Turing machine M which will compute
f a.e. recursively on the domain S. For all x # [0, 1],
all , # CFx and all m # N, M,(m) checks that whether
x # int(An) for any n, using a systematic procedure that
returns to each n infinitely often. If and when one such n is
found, it will then simulate the Turing machine computing
gn and output the result M ,n(m). The answer will be correct
since gn=f on An . If no such n is found, the computation
simply diverges. Hence f is a.e. recursive. K
Next we look into another related theorem in analysis.
The classical Egoroff Theorem states that on a finite
domain, we can convert pointwise convergence into
uniform convergence except for a set with measure as small
as we like.3 However, a similar version of this cannot be
obtained for an a.e. recursive function, in the sense that the
limiting function cannot be a.e. B-recursive for any oracle B,
because the region where the convergence can be made
uniform is not an open set.
Proposition 2.9. There exists a recursive sequence of
functions [ fn] on [0, 1] such that fn converges to a function
f pointwise on [0, 1], but f is not a.e. B-recursive4 for any
oracle B.
Proof. Define
fn(x)={112k
if x=0
if x # Dn , x=m2k, m odd
and fn is piecewise linear on [0, 1]&Dn , joining up the
values defined on Dn . That is, fn looks like a saw-tooth func-
tion with teeth at Dn&1 and among these points, the smaller
the denominator in the reduced fraction, the higher the
tooth. Furthermore [ fn(x)]n is decreasing for each fixed x.
Clearly [ fn] is a recursive sequence of functions. Now the
limit function f of fn is
1 if x=0
f (x)={12k if x # D, x=m2k, m odd0 otherwise.
Graphically, f looks like the division markers on a ruler
(see Fig. 1). It is easy to see that fn tends to f on D. For
x  D and =>0, let n0 be so big that 2&(n0&1)<= and
there exist d, d $ # Dn0 such that d<x<d $, d=m2
n0, d $=
(m+1)2n0, where one of m, m+1 is odd and the other is
equal to 2k for some odd k. Such an n0 can be found if we
keep cutting the interval into halves. Now for any nn0 ,
| fn(x)&f (x)|=| fn(x)|| fn0(x)|
max[ fn0(d ), fn0(d $)]2
&(n0&1)<=.
So f is the pointwise limit of fn . Now f cannot be a.e.
B-recursive for any oracle B because if it were, it would be
continuous on its domain, which then would be B-recur-
sively open and hence would contain infinitely many dyadic
rationals, but clearly the function f is not continuous at any
dyadic rational. K
Proposition 2.9 can be compared to the MyhillKo
Theorem 2.5 and its corollary, since the derivative can be
viewed as a pointwise limit. If a recursive function is con-
tinuously differentiable, then the derivative may not be a.e.
recursive, but it has to be <$-recursive (Theorem 1.3). If the
function is only differentiable (not continuously differen-
tiable), then we cannot even be sure that the derivative is a.e.
<$-recursive, since in general it may be highly discon-
tinuous as in the above proposition. We do have a charac-
terization (which is not the best possible) of the derivative
of a differentiable recursive function in Section 4. See
Theorem 4.9. It is applicable because a pointwise limit is
also a limit in measure on a bounded domain. In the next
section we will define a class of function in which a version
of Egoroff Theorem can be proved.
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measurable functions that converges to a real-valued function f a.e. on a
measurable set E of finite measure, then for any given $>0, there is a sub-
set AE with +(E&A)<$ such that fn converges to f uniformly on A.
4 We can define a.e. B-recursiveness as in the definition of a.e. recursive-
ness but with an extra oracle B. Note that in this case the domain will also
be a B-recursively open set.
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FIG. 1. Illustrations of the ``ruler'' function f and a few fn 's approaching it.
3. WEAKLY ALMOST EVERYWHERE
RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS
The function f in Proposition 2.9 leads us to the definition
of a broader class of functions. Although f is not a.e. recur-
sive, it is in a sense not too bad since we can compute to a
certain degree of accuracy on a certain domain. Before we
give its formal definition, we first need a definition of a
recursively G$ set. Recall that in mathematical analysis, a G$
set is a countable intersection of open sets. We effectivize
this notion.
Definition. A set S[0, 1] is recursively G$ if
S=i Ai where [Ai] is a recursive sequence of recursively
open sets. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the
sequence [Ai] are decreasing; that is, Ai$Ai+1 .5
Definition. A real-valued function f on [0, 1] is weakly
partial recursive if there exist a recursively G$ set S=n An
and a Turing machine M such that for all x # [0, 1] and for
all n,
x # An O (\, # CFx)[ |M,(n) a&f (x)|2&n]
and
x  An O (\, # CFx)[M,(n) A].
If in addition we have +(S )=1, then f is called weakly
almost everywhere recursive (weakly a.e. recursive). The set S
is called the domain of f.
The idea of a weakly partial recursive function is that
there is a Turing machine which computes its value at every
point in its domain, but there are also places where the
Turing machine can only output an answer up to a
certain degree of accuracy. That is, if we have x # An , then
the Turing machine can compute f (x) up to an accuracy
within 2&n. So if x is in all An , then we can compute f (x)
as accurately as we like; otherwise, there is a point beyond
which we cannot go any further.
First we show that this is a strictly bigger class of func-
tions than the a.e. recursive functions.
Proposition 3.1. If f is a.e. recursive on [0, 1], then it is
weakly a.e. recursive. However, the converse does not hold.
Proof. Note that a recursively open set is trivially a
recursively G$ set, and so the first part is proved. The coun-
terexample below shows that the converse does not
hold. K
A good example of a weakly a.e. recursive but not a.e.
recursive function is the famous function in college calculus
which is continuous at the irrationals and discontinuous at
the rationals on [0, 1]:
0 if x # [0, 1]&Q
f (x)={1q if x # Q & [0, 1] andx=pq reduced to the lowest terms.
We will not prove the assertion for the above function but
we will prove it for the following function, which is a more
``uniform'' variation of the above f.
Example. Consider the ``ruler'' function f on [0, 1] as in
Proposition 2.9 (see Fig. 1):
1 if x=0
f (x)={12k if x # D, x=m2k, m odd0 otherwise.
117BEYOND RECURSIVE REAL FUNCTIONS
5 Logicians may like to regard a recursively open set as a 71 set of reals;
then in this case we can think of a recursively G$ set as a 62 set of reals.
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This function is not a.e. recursive, as Proposition 2.9
has shown. However, it is weakly a.e. recursive. For n1,
let
An= .
2n&1&1
i=0 \
i
2n&1
,
i+1
2n&1+ .
That is, An=[0, 1]&Dn&1 and so n An is our G$ set here.
Note that +( An)=1. Define the Turing machine M as
follows. For any ,, M,(n) will check whether , represents a
point x # An , in which case it outputs 0, otherwise it diverges
(this is possible since An is recursively open). Now for all
x # [0, 1], all , # CFx and all n, if x # An , then
|M,(n)&f (x)|=| f (x)|2&n,
because for every x # An , f (x) is either 0 or 2&k for some
kn. Hence f is weakly a.e. recursive. K
Similar proof to that for a partial recursive real-valued
function shows that a weakly partial recursive function is
continuous on its domain. So in particular, a weakly a.e.
recursive function is continuous almost everywhere.
Proposition 3.2. If f is weakly partial recursive on
[0, 1] with its G$ domain S= An , then it is continuous
on S.
Proof. Let x # S and so x # An for all n, where each An is
recursively open. The rest of the proof is similar to that of
Proposition 2.1. K
Our next theorem says that if a function is weakly partial
recursive except on a set that is as small as possible, then it
is indeed weakly a.e. recursive. Note that the corresponding
theorem on a.e. recursive functions is trivial.
Theorem 3.3. A real-valued function f on [0, 1] is
weakly a.e. recursive if and only if there exists a recursive
sequence of recursively G$ sets Sn such that for each n,
+(Sn)1&2&n and f is weakly partial recursive on [0, 1]
with domain Sn .
Proof. (O). This is obvious.
(o). Let Sn=i An, i , where the An, i are recursively
open, and let Mn be the Turing machine that weakly par-
tially computes f on Sn . So for all x # [0, 1], , # CFx , and
n, i # N,
x # An, i O |M ,n(i)&f (x)|2
&i
and
x  An, i O M ,n(i) A.
Define S=i n An, i . This S is recursively G$ since n An, i
is still recursively open for each i. Also, SnS for all n,
because
x # Sn O (\i)[x # An, i] O (\i) _x # .n An, i&
O x # ,
i
.
n
An, i=S.
Hence +(S )=1. Next we define the Turing machine M that
weakly a.e. computes f on S. For all x # [0, 1] and , # CFx ,
M,(i) will simulate M ,n(i) for all n, a step at a time, using a
systematic procedure that returns to each n infinitely often.
If and when any of the machines Mn converges and
produces an answer, M halts and returns it; otherwise it
diverges. Now we have
x # .
n
An, i O x # An, i for some n
and therefore some M ,n(i) will converge first and so
|M,(i)&f (x)|=|M ,n(i)&f (x)|2
&i.
On the other hand, if x  n An, i , then x  An, i for all n; so
no M ,n(i) converges and hence M
,(i) diverges. This shows
that f is weakly a.e. recursive with domain S. K
A weakly a.e. recursive function can be characterized as
an almost everywhere pointwise limit of a recursive
sequence of functions. We show this as a corollary of the
next theorem, which is by itself an interesting characteriza-
tion of a weakly a.e. recursive function in terms of pointwise
limits of a.e. recursive functions.
Theorem 3.4. If f is weakly a.e. recursive on [0, 1], then
there exists a recursive sequence of a.e. recursive functions
[ fn] such that fn converges to f a.e. on [0, 1].
Proof. Let M be the Turing machine computing f
weakly almost everywhere, and let S= An be its G$
domain. Note that we have +(An)=1 for each n. We will
define the function fn computed by the Turing machine Mn
as follows. For all x and all , # CFx , M ,n( j) first checks
whether x # An=p (an, p , bn, p) (recall that An is recursively
open). If so, then x # (an, p , bn, p) for some unique p, assum-
ing that all these open intervals are pairwise disjoint. Let
d0=
an, p+bn, p
2
be the midpoint, and
di=d0+i } 2&n for i=&s, ..., s such that
d&s , ds # (an, p , bn, p).
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That is, we divide the interval (an, p , bn, p) into units of length
2&n from the midpoint outwards. For convenience, let
d&(s+1)=an, p and ds+1=bn, p . Now Mn checks that for all
i=0, ..., s,
if di<x<di+1 then M ,n( j) a=M
;di (n),
if d&(i+1)<x<d&i then M ,n( j) a=M
;d&i (n).
Note that j is actually a dummy variable here. The function
fn computed by this machine Mn is a step function with
break points on the complement of An plus at most a coun-
table number of d 's defined in each open interval of An .6
Therefore it is a.e. recursive, since its domain A$n is still
recursively open, because we can list the endpoints of its
open intervals effectively. Since An has measure 1, so has A$n .
Note that we have the following property: For all x # A$n ,
there exists a rational d (n) such that
|d (n)&x|<2&n and fn(x)=M;d
(n) (n).
Next we claim that fn converges to f a.e. on [0, 1] by show-
ing that fn converges to f on S & Qc (which has measure 1).
Let x # S & Qc be fixed and so in particular x # A$n for all n.
By Proposition 3.2, f is continuous at x, and so there exists
an mx such that for all y,
| y&x|<2&mx(e) O | f ( y)&f (x)|<2&e.
Now for nmax[mx(e+1), e+1], we have
| fn(x)&f (x)|| fn(x)&f (d (n))|+| f (d (n))&f (x)|
where d (n) is defined as above
|M;d (n) (n)&f (d (n))|+| f (d (n))&f (x)|
2&n+2&(e+1)
by definition of M and the fact
|d (n)&x|<2&n2&mx(e+1)
2&(e+1)+2&(e+1)
=2&e
and therefore fn converges to f at x. Since x is arbitrary in
S & Qc, we are done. K
Corollary 3.5. If f is weakly a.e. recursive on [0, 1],
then there exists a recursive sequence [gn] of recursive func-
tions that converges to f a.e. on [0, 1].
Proof. Let [ fn] be the recursive sequence of a.e. recur-
sive functions obtained in the previous theorem. By the
Effective Lusin Theorem 2.8, for each fn , we can effectively
find a recursive function gn and a set Bn such that Bn
[x # [0, 1] : gn(x)=fn(x)] and +(Bn)>1&2&n. Let
C=(n Bn) & S & Qc, where S is the G$ domain of f. The
set C has Lebesgue measure 1 because n Bn , S, and Qc all
have measure 1. Now for each x # C, x # Bn0 for some n0 .
Also, since fn(x) converges to f (x) on S & Qc, for all = there
exists an n1 such that for all nn1 , | fn(x)&f (x)|<=. Now
let n be greater than max[n0 , n1]; then | gn(x)&f (x)|=
| fn(x)&f (x)|<=, because Bn0Bn since [Bn] is
increasing. K
Unfortunately, the converse of the above is not true.
Namely, the pointwise limit of a recursive sequence of func-
tions is not necessarily a weakly a.e. recursive function. We
will construct such a counterexample via the following
proposition. The construction is similar to the construction
of the ``fat Cantor set'' in the sense that we take away inter-
vals of smaller and smaller measure, but leave enough such
that the remaining set still has a positive measure. Here, we
start from the zero function and for the n th dyadic rational
dn , we ``push'' the function up to 1 on an interval of 2&(n+2)
around dn , so there will be a remaining set of measure
greater than 12 which is ``untouched''.
Proposition 3.6. There exists a recursive sequence of
recursive functions [ fn] on [0, 1] such that fn converges
pointwise to a function f which is discontinuous on a set of
measure at least 12 .
Proof. Let [dn] be a recursive enumeration of all dyadic
rationals in [0, 1]. Define f0#0, and fn+1=max[ fn , gn]
where
1 if x=dn
gn(x)={0 if x # [0,dn&2&(n+3)]_[dn+2&(n+3), 1].
and is piecewise linear between dn&2&(n+3) and dn , dn and
dn+2&(n+3) (truncate any part of it that lies outside of
[0, 1]). Graphically, gn is a triangular spike centered at dn
with height 1 and width 2&(n+2). The sequence [ fn] is
recursive since the above construction is effective in n. Now
note that [ fn(x)]n is increasing for each x and is bounded
above by 1 and so it must converge pointwise to a function
f. Let supp( f ) be the support of f. We have
+(supp( f )) :

n=0
+(supp(gn)) :

n=0
2&(n+2)= 12 .
Note that f (d )=1 for any dyadic rational d. Next consider
any point x  supp( f ). We have f (x)=0; but for any inter-
val containing x, no matter how small it may be, there is a
dyadic rational in it and f has value 1 there. This shows that
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points, but this does not matter, as fn can take any value there without
affecting the computation of Mn .
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f cannot be continuous at x. Therefore f is not continuous
on a set at least as big as the complement of supp( f ). K
Corollary 3.7. There exists a recursive sequence of
functions [ fn] on [0, 1] such that fn converges pointwise to
a function f which is not weakly a.e. recursive on [0, 1].
Proof. Take the [ fn] and f in the previous proposition.
If f is weakly a.e. recursive, then by Proposition 3.2, it is
continuous on a set of measure 1, contradicting the fact that
f is discontinuous on a set of measure at least 12 . K
Note that this corollary in fact shows that f cannot be
weakly a.e. B-recursive for any oracle B.
Despite the result in the last section, we have in the
following an effectivized version of the Egoroff Theorem.
Recall that the Egoroff Theorem says that we can convert
pointwise convergence on a domain of finite measure to
uniform convergence except on a subset with measure as
small as we like. The set in which the convergence is uniform
can be made <$-recursively G$ , but that is all we can say.
We cannot say that the limit function is weakly a.e.
<$-recursive just because the domain of the limit function is
<$-recursively G$ .
Theorem 3.8 (Effective Egoroff ). If there exists a
recursive sequence of functions [ fn] on [0, 1] such that fn
converges pointwise to a function f on [0, 1], then for every
p # N, there exists a <$-recursively G$ set Sp such that
+(Sp)1&2&p and fn converges uniformly to f on Sp .
Furthermore, the set Sp can be computed effectively in p and
the oracle <$.
Proof. Let Mn be the Turing machine that computes fn .
Let mn be a modulus of continuity for fn . That is, for each
integer i, for all x and y, |x&y|<2&mn(i) implies that
| fn(x)&fn( y)|<2&i. This modulus mn is recursive since fn
is. Recall that for all x, ;x # CFx is the standard Cauchy
function for x. In this proof, all the dyadic rationals used are
in [0, 1], and so when we write Dn , we actually mean
Dn & [0, 1]. Also, this proof is very similar to the classical
proof of the Egoroff Theorem, and hence it may help to read
the classical proof first (see [Ha74], for instance).
Fix an integer t, and consider the open set C ti, j for all
integers i< j,
C ti, j=[(d&2
&mi, j, d+2&mi, j) : d # Dmi, j and
|M ;di (t+4)&M
;d
j (t+4)|2
&(t+1)],
where mi, j=max[mi (t+4), mj (t+4)]. Note that this set is
constructible effectively in t, i, j and is nonempty for big
enough i and j. Next define
E tn= ,

j>i=n
C ti, j .
So we have E tnE
t
n+1 for all n. In fact, limn   E
t
n=
[0, 1] because for all x # [0, 1], there exists an n0 such that
for all j>in0 , | fi (x)&fj (x)|<2&(t+2) (pointwise con-
vergence). Now we can choose a dyadic rational d # Dmi, j
such that |d&x|<2&mi, j and so
|M ;di (t+4)&M
;d
j (t+4)|
|M ;di (t+4)&fi (d )|+| fi (d )&fi (x)|+| fi (x)&fj (x)|
+| fj (x)&fj (d )|+| fj (d )&M ;dj (t+4)|
2&(t+4)+2&(t+4)+2&(t+2)+2&(t+4)+2&(t+4)
=2&(t+1);
hence x # C ti, j . Note that this holds for all j>in0 and
hence x # E tn0 , which in turn implies that x # E
t
n for all
nn0 .
Now for each t, +(E tn)  1 as n  . Fix an integer p. For
each t, there exists an np(t) such that
+(E tnp(t))1&2
&( p+t).
Let Sp=t=1 E
t
np(t) which will be our desired set on which
the convergence of fn is uniform. First we show that the
complement of Sp is small:
+(Spc)=+ \.t E
t
np(t)
c+:t +(E
t
np(t)
c):
t
2&( p+t)=2&p.
Next we show that fn converges to f uniformly on Sp by
showing that fn is uniformly Cauchy on Sp . For all x # Sp ,
we have
x # Sp O (\t)[x # E tnp(t)] O (\t)(\j>inp(t))[x # C
t
i, j],
so there exists some dyadic rational d # Dmi, j & C
t
i, j such that
|d&x|<2&mi, j. Now for all j>inp(t),
| fi (x)&fj (x)|
| fi (x)&fi (d)|+| fi (d )&M ;di (t+4)|
+|M ;di (t+4)&M
;d
j (t+4)|
+|M ;dj (t+4)&fj (d )|+| fj (d)&fj (x)|
| fi (x)&fi (d)|+| fi (d )&M ;di (t+4)|+2
&(t+1)
+|M ;dj (t+4)&fj (d )|+| fj (d)&fj (x)|
since d # C ti, j
| fi (x)&fi (d)|+2&(t+4)+2&(t+1)
+2&(t+4)+| fj (d )&fj (x)|
by definition of Mi and Mj
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2&(t+4)+2&(t+4)+2&(t+1)+2&(t+4)+2&(t+4)
by continuity of fi , fj
2&t.
Hence fn must converge to f uniformly on Sp . All that
remains to show is that Sp is a <$-recursively G$ set, effec-
tively constructible in p. Note that Sp=t E tnp(t)=
t j>i=np(t) C
t
i, j is clearly G$ . If we can show the function
np(t) is <$-recursive then we are done. Now
[+(qj>i=n C
t
i, j)]q is a decreasing sequence of nonnegative
recursive real numbers and hence its limit +(E tn) is a
<$-recursive real (see Theorem 3.1 in [Ho93]). In fact
[+(E tn)]n is an increasing <$-recursive sequence of reals
since all constructions above are <$-effective in n. Now we
can simply define np(t) to be the least integer n such that
+(E tn)1&2
&(t+p). So np(t) is a <$-recursive integer func-
tion and therefore Sp is a <$-recursively G$ set. K
Pointwise convergence is indeed very difficult to charac-
terize. In the above theorem, although we have uniform
convergence in a subset of [0, 1], we cannot claim that the
limit is <$-recursive on this subset by quoting Theorem 1.2
because the set is not an interval. In the next section, we will
look into a weaker kind of convergence, convergence in
measure, which is in some sense more ``uniform.''
4. RECURSIVE APPROXIMABILITY
In this section, the class of recursively approximable func-
tions and its relativized version will be defined. The defini-
tion is due to Ko [Ko91]. This class of functions is closely
related to another type of convergence, convergence in
measure.
Definition. A real-valued function f on [0, 1] is recur-
sively approximable if there exists a Turing machine M such
that for all x # [0, 1], all , # CFx , and all n, M,(n) a and the
outer measure
+*([x # [0, 1] : (_, # CFx) | M,(n)&f (x)|2&n])2&n,
or equivalently,
+*([x # [0, 1] : (\, # CFx) | M,(n)&f (x)|<2&n])
>1&2&n.
The basic idea is that there is a Turing machine comput-
ing such a function which will make big mistakes in only a
small area. However, we do not know where the mistakes
occur. Notice that this machine will always return an
answer although we do not know whether it is accurate. We
first show that this is in fact a broader class than the weakly
a.e. recursive functions.7
Proposition 4.1. If f is weakly a.e. recursive on [0, 1],
then it is recursively approximable. However, the converse
does not hold.
Proof. Suppose that f is weakly a.e. recursive. Let
S= An be the recursively G$ domain of f, and let M0 be
a Turing machine that weakly a.e. computes f. Note that
since +(S )=1, +(An)=1 and An is recursively open for all
n. We define the Turing machine M as follows. For all
x # [0, 1], all , # CFx , and all n, M,(n) first enumerates
An+1=i (an+1, i , bn+1, i) until an integer N is found such
that +(Ni=1 (an+1, i , bn+1, i))>1&2
&(n+1). This N exists
because +(An)=1. Let ANn+1=
N
i=1 (an+1, i , bn+1, i).
Without loss of generality, assume that all intervals in ANn+1
are pairwise disjoint. Define m to be the least integer such
that
2&m2&(n+3) min
i=1, ..., N
[ |bn+1, i&an+1, i |].
Next we check whether x is in this set ANn by examining
,(m) from the oracle ,, i.e., the m th term of ,. The point
x is in ANn An if the closed set [,(m)&2
&m, ,(m)+2&m]
(which contains x) lies entirely in one of the intervals of ANn .
In this case M,(n) simulates the machine M ,0(n+1) and
outputs its answer; otherwise it simply outputs 0. Note
that M will always halt, as M simulates M0 only after we
are sure that x is in An . The process above is effec-
tive because all comparisons are done on rational num-
bers.
For the error analysis, we check that for any i=1, ..., N,
x # (an+1, i+2 } 2&m, bn+1, i&2 } 2&m)
O (\, # CFx)[,(m) # (an+1, i+2&m, bn+1, i&2&m)]
O (\, # CFx)[[,(m)&2&m, ,(m)+2&m]
(an+1, i , bn+1, i)]
O (\, # CFx)[[,(m)&2&m, ,(m)+2&m]
ANn+1An+1]
O (\, # CFx)[ |M ,0(n+1)&f (x)|2
&(n+1)<2&n]
O (\, # CFx)[ |M,(n)&f (x)|<2&n].
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7 In the author's opinion, the name ``recursively approximable'' is some-
what confusing, as all definitions in recursive analysis are based on
approximations. A more appropriate name for such a function may be
``recursive in measure.'' However, we will stick to the name ``recursively
approximable'' here for consistency with other literature in the area.
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The last implication holds because [,(m)&2&m, ,(m)+
2&m](an+1, i , bn+1, i) and therefore by construction,
M,(n)=M ,0(n+1). Since i is arbitrary, we have
.
N
i=1
(an+1, i+2 } 2&m, bn+1, i&2 } 2&m)
[x # [0, 1] : (\, # CFx)[ |M,(n)&f (x)|<2&n]].
From this we have
+*([x # [0, 1] : (\, # CFx)[ |M,(n)&f (x)|<2&n]])
+ \ .
N
i=1
(an+1, i+2 } 2&m, bn+1, i&2 } 2&m)+
= :
N
i=1
+((an+1, i+2 } 2&m, bn+1, i&2 } 2&m))
= :
N
i=1
[+((an+1, i , bn+1, i))&4 } 2&m]
=+ \ .
N
i=1
(an+1, i , bn+1, i)+&4N } 2&m
>1&2&(n+1)&4N } 2&m
1&2&(n+1)&4N } 2&(n+3) min
i=1, ..., N
[ |bn+1, i&an+1, i |]
=1&2&(n+1)&2&(n+1)N min
i=1, ..., N
[ |bn+1, i&an+1, i |]
1&2&(n+1)&2&(n+1)
=1&2&n.
This shows that f is recursively approximable via the Turing
machine M. The converse does not hold, as the coun-
terexample coming up next will show. K
Example. Here we exhibit a function which is recursively
approximable but not weakly a.e. recursive. Consider the
characteristic function f of the dyadic rationals on [0, 1]:
f (x)={1 if x # D;0 otherwise.
We will show that f is not weakly a.e. recursive. Suppose
on the contrary that f is weakly a.e. recursive. Let S= An
be its G$ domain, and let M be a Turing machine that
weakly a.e. computes it. Fix an integer n3, and consider
An , which is a recursively open set with measure 1. So in
particular it is not empty. Consider an x in An which is not
a dyadic rational. By definition f (x)=0, so for any , # CFx ,
|M,(n)|2&n 18. There is a maximum amount of use, say
the first m terms, on the oracle ,. Since x # An , which is
open, there is a dyadic rational d # An so close to x such that
there exists a ,d # CFd with the first m terms exactly the
same as the first m terms of ,. Therefore we have M,d(n)=
M,(n) since the use of the oracle does not go beyond the
first m terms. Now |M,d(n)&f (d )|=|M,(n)&1|
7
8>2
&n, a contradiction. Hence f is not weakly a.e. recur-
sive. On the other hand, f is recursively approximable by the
Turing machine which outputs 0 on all inputs. The only
place where it will make mistake is exactly the set
D & [0, 1], which has measure 0.
As the example shows, a recursively approximable func-
tion, unlike an a.e. recursive or a weakly a.e. recursive func-
tion, can be nowhere continuous. Perhaps it is hard to
justify saying that such a function is ``not too difficult'' to
compute. However, a recursively approximable function
still has a very nice property. It can be characterized as the
limit in measure of a recursive sequence of functions, as we
will show later. But before that we will state a theorem
which gives some sufficient conditions under which a recur-
sively approximable function is actually weakly a.e. recur-
sive, a.e. recursive, or recursive.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose f is recursively approximable on
[0, 1] and M is the Turing machine that recursively
approximates it. Let
An=[x # [0, 1] : (\, # CFx) | M,(n)&f (x)|<2&n]
so that by definition, +*(An)>1&2&n.
(1) If An is recursively open and +(An)=1 for all n, then
f is weakly a.e. recursive.
(2) If furthermore  An is recursively open, then f is a.e.
recursive.
(3) If  An=[0, 1], then f is recursive on [0, 1].
Proof. (1) Define A$1=A1 and for n1, A$n+1=
An+1 & A$n . So A$n is recursively open, +(A$n)=1, and
A$n+1A$n. Hence S= A$n is a recursively G$ set with
measure 1. We will define a Turing machine M1 which will
weakly a.e. compute f. For all x # [0, 1], all , # CFx , and all
n, M ,1(n) will check whether x # A$n . If so, it simulates M
,(n)
and returns its answer; otherwise it diverges. It is clear that
if x # A$n , then x # An and so M will return a value close to
f (x) within 2&n. Hence f is weakly a.e. recursive.
(2) If  An is recursively open and +( An)=1, define
M2 as follows. For all x # [0, 1], all , # CFx , and all i,
M ,2(i) will check whether x #  An . If so, it simulates M
,(i)
and returns its answer; otherwise it diverges. Now x #  An
implies in particular that x # Ai , so M will return a value
that is good enough, as in (1). This shows that f is a.e. recur-
sive.
(3) If  An=[0, 1], then simply let M3=M, which will
always return a good enough value on all inputs. Hence f is
recursive. K
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Definition. A recursive sequence of real-valued func-
tions [ fn] on [0, 1] is said to converge to a function f in
measure if there exists an integer function m such that for all
p, if nm( p), then
+*([x # [0, 1] : | fn(x)&f (x)|2&p])2&p.
This convergence in measure is effective if this modulus of
convergence m is recursive as an integer function.
Note that if [ fn] converges to f in measure effectively,
then we can effectively pick a subsequence of [ fn] that con-
verges to f in measure effectively with the identity function
as the modulus. This subsequence of fn is said to binary con-
verge to f in measure. Hence, without loss of generality, we
will automatically assume binary convergence whenever we
have effective convergence in measure.
The following characterization of a recursively
approximable function as the limit in measure of a recursive
sequence of functions is a variation of a theorem due to Ko
[Ko91]. We omit the proof here.
Theorem 4.3 (Ko). A real-valued function f on [0, 1] is
recursively approximable if and only if there exists a recursive
sequence of functions [ fn] on [0, 1] such that fn binary con-
verges to f in measure.
We can use the above theorem to show that a bounded
recursively approximable function has a recursive integral.
The following is a generalization of Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 4.4 (Ko). If a real-valued function f on [0, 1]
is bounded and recursively approximable then x0 f (t) dt is
recursive on [0, 1].
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, there exists a recursive sequence
of functions [ fn] that binary converges to f in measure. Let
b be a bound of f on [0, 1]. Note that we may assume that
fn is bounded by b too. Now
} |
x
0
f&|
x
0
fn }|
x
0
| f&fn||
1
0
| f&fn |
|
S
| f&fn|+|
[0, 1]"S
| f&fn|,
where S=[x # [0, 1] : | fn(x)&f (x)|2&n]. Since we have
a binary convergence, +*(S )2&n, and therefore the above
inequality is reduced to
|
S
| f&fn|+|
[0, 1]"S
| f&fn|2b } +*(S )+1 } 2&n
(1+2b) } 2&n.
Hence  fn converges uniformly and effectively to  f. The
integral  fn is recursive because the integral of a recursive
function is recursive [PR88]. By Theorem 1.1,  f is recur-
sive.8 K
The integration we use is Lebesgue integration because a
recursively approximable function may not be Riemann
integrable, as in the case of the characteristic function of the
dyadic rationals in the example given in the previous sec-
tion.
Now we will prove a generalized version of Ko's
Theorem 4.3 by dropping the requirement that the con-
vergence be effective (or binary). This should be compared
to the case in uniform convergence. We know that the limit
of an effectively uniformly converging recursive sequence of
functions is again a recursive function (Theorem 1.1).
However, in [Ho93], we show that if we do not have this
effectiveness in the uniform convergence, then we can only
be sure that the limiting function is <$-recursive. In fact, a
<$-recursive function can be characterized as a uniform
limit of a recursive sequence of functions (Theorem 1.2).
Similarly in this case, we can characterize a <$-recursively
approximable function9 as the limit in measure of a
sequence of recursive functions. We will prove this by split-
ting the theorem in two parts: one for each direction of the
implication.
In one direction we will use a finite injury priority
method. In [Ho93] we used the same method to show that
a <$-recursive function is a uniform limit of a recursive
sequence of functions.
Theorem 4.5. If a real-valued function f on [0, 1] is
<$-recursively approximable, then there exists a recursive
sequence of functions [ fn] on [0, 1] such that fn converges to
f in measure.
Proof. Let M be a Turing machine that <$-recursively
approximates f and let K#<$ be the halting set. That is, if
Ae=[x : (\, # CFx) | M,, K(e)&f (x)|<2&e],
then +*(Ae)>1&2&e. We attempt to construct a recursive
[ fs] which satisfies the following requirements for e3:
Re : (_se)(\sse) +*([x : | fs(x)&f (x)|2&(e&2)])
2&(e&2).
If all these Re can be satisfied, then it is clear that fs con-
verges to f in measure.
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8 This theorem is not optimal, in the sense that many unbounded recur-
sively approximable functions also have recursive integrals. For instance,
f (1n)=n for all positive integers and otherwise f (x)=0 on [0, 1] is one
such function.
9 As before, a B-recursively approximable function is the same as a recur-
sive approximable function except that its Turing machine has an extra
oracle B.
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However, since K is nonrecursive, all we can do is to work
on a recursive enumeration [Ks] of K, where at each stage
s there is one and only one element enumerated into Ks . Fix
an integer e and a stage s. For a dyadic rational d # [0, 1],
consider the computation M ;d , Ktt (e). There exists a first ts
such that this computation halts and returns an answer
because M;d , K(e) a. Let kd be the amount of use on the
oracle ;d when this happens. Let
I sd=(;d (kd)&2
&kd, ;d (kd )+2&kd ).
Then for every x # I sd , there is a , # CFx such that , and ;d
are the same on the first kd elements, and hence M ,, Ktt (e)=
M ;d , Ktt (e) for this ts. Now consider the class [I
s
d ] for all
d # D & [0, 1]. We claim that it is an open cover for [0, 1].
It is clear that every d # D & [0, 1] is covered by I sd (by
definition of ;d ). For a nondyadic rational x # [0, 1]&D,
consider the computation M ;x , Ktt (e) for the first ts such
that it halts and let kx be its amount of use on the oracle. Let
d=;x(kx) # Dkx and ;d will have the same first kx elements
as ;x and so x # I sd . By the HeineBorel Theorem, there
exists a finite subset of [I sd ] that covers [0, 1]. We can effec-
tively find one such finite cover by enumerating all the
dyadic rationals in [0, 1] and simulating M. As a very brief
overview, we attempt to satisfy the requirement Re by find-
ing a finite cover [I sedi] at a stage se , on which a function fse
can be defined such that | fse&f |2
&e on a set of outer
measure greater 2&e. The requirement Re can be injured if
at a later stage the finite cover of the interval constructed
changes due to new elements being enumerated into K.
Construction. Stage s=0. Let f0#0.
Stage s+1. Suppose requirements R3 , ..., Rn have
received attention (defined below) through stage s. Let
[I sjdj, i : i=1, ..., pj] be the finite cover found when Rj is
receiving attention at stage sj . If for some 3 jn there is
an i such that
M ;dj, i , Ks+1s+1 ( j){M
;dj, i , Ks
s ( j)
(new elements enumerated into K at stage s+1 cause some
computations to change), then for each ej, Re is injured.
A requirement requires attention if it has not received atten-
tion or it is injured. Choose the least e<s+1 such that Re
requires attention. Let [I s+1de, i : i=1, ..., pe] be a finite cover
found at this stage s+1. Define the function g as follows: for
all i=1, ..., pe ,
if x # I s+1de, i &I
s+1
de, i&1&I
s+1
de, i+1 then g(x)=M
;de, i , Kt
t (e)
where ts+1 is the first stage after s+1 when the com-
putation converges. We let Ide, &1=Ide, pe+1=< and g is
piecewise linear joining up the points defined above. If e=3
(i.e., we are dealing with the first requirement), let fs+1=g
and R3 receives attention at stage s3=s+1; otherwise let
se&1<s+1 be the stage that the requirement Re&1 last
received attention and let
Be=[x # [0, 1] : | fse&1(x)&g(x)|<2
&(e&1)+2&e].
If
+*(Be)>1&2&(e&1)&2&e (1)
then let fs+1=g and we say that Re receives attention. Let
se=s+1 and call it the stage when Re receives attention. If
no such e exists or the function g constructed above does
not satisfy the measurement requirement (1) above, let
fs+1=fs . End of Construction.
First of all, note that [ fs] is recursive since the construc-
tion above is effective in s and the measurement requirement
can be checked effectively because fse&1 and g are piecewise
linear.
Claim. All requirements receive attention eventually.
Proof. We will prove the assertion by induction.
Assume e>3 (the basic case e=3 is easy). A requirement Re
can only be injured by a higher priority requirement Re$ ,
where e$<e, or for some de, i in its finite cover such that the
computation of M changes. Let s+1 be a stage so large that
for all e$<e, Re$ have received attention and not injured any
more, and all computations involving de, i have stabilized. If
Re has not received attention by stage s+1, it will require
attention and receive it because the measurement require-
ment (1) will be satisfied as follows. Let se&1 be the stage
where Re&1 last receives attention. If x # Ae & Ae&1 , then
| fse&1(x)&g(x)|
| fse&1(x)&f (x)|+| f (x)&g(x)|
| fse&1(de&1)&f (x)|+| f (x)&g(de)|
for some de&1 and de in the finite covers of
Re&1 and Re , respectively,
such that x # Ide&1 and x # Ide
=|M;de&1, K(e&1)&f (x)|+| f (x)&M ;de , K(e)|
by construction of fse&1 and g
=|M,, K (e&1)&f (x)|+| f (x)&M , K(e)|
for some ,,  # CFx since x # Ide&1 & Ide
<2&(e&1)+2&e.
This shows that Ae & Ae&1Be . Hence +*(Be)+*(Ae &
Ae&1)>1&2&e&2&(e&1), and the measurement require-
ment in (1) is satisfied.
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Claim. All requirements Re are satisfied.
Proof. Fix e and let s>se , where se is the stage where Re
receives attention for the last time and will not be injured
again. Without loss of generality, we can assume that s is a
stage where a requirement Rn receives attention. For
i=e, ..., n, let si be the stages where Ri receives attention for
the last time through stage s. Hence s=sn . Note that
Re+1 , ..., Rn may be injured again at a later stage, but that
does not matter. Now suppose x # ni=e Ai ; then we have
| f (x)&fs(x)|| f (x)&fse(x)|+ :
n&1
i=e
| fsi (x)&fsi+1(x)|
<| f (x)&fse(x)|+ :
n&1
i=e
(2&i+2&(i+1))
since (1) is satisfied at stage si and
Ai & Ai+1Bi+1
2&e+ :
n&1
i=e
(2&i+2&(i+1))
see explanation below
<2 } :

i=e
2&i
=2&(e&2).
In the above, we have the error bound of | f (x)&fse(x)| as
follows:
| f (x)&fse(x)|
| f (x)&fse(d)|
for some d such that x # Id , where Id is one
of the intervals in the finite open cover found in the
construction, and the fact fse is piecewise linear
=| f (x)&M;d , K(e)|
since by stage se , the computation on d
has stabilized
=| f (x)&M,, K(e)|
for some , # CFx , and the fact that x # Id
2&e by definition of M.
It is clear that if all Re are satisfied, then fs converges to f in
measure and so we are done. K
Next we will proceed to prove the other direction. Sup-
pose we have recursive sequence [ fn] converging to f in
measure. Then we can find a modulus for this convergence
recursively in <$, and with this we can show that f is
<$-recursively approximable. The proof of the following
lemma is very similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [Ho93]
except that we have to be careful on the measure require-
ment. Hence we omit this proof here.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose [ fn] is a recursive sequence of
functions converging to a function f in measure on [0, 1]; then
there exists a modulus function for this convergence which is
recursive in <$.
With the lemma, the theorem can be proved easily.
Theorem 4.7. If [ fn] is a recursive sequence of functions
converging to a function f in measure on [0, 1], then f is
<$-recursively approximable.
Proof. Let Mn be the Turing machine computing the
recursive function fn . Let m be a modulus function for the
convergence in measure of [ fn]. By Lemma 4.6, we can
assume that m is <$-recursive. Let K be the halting set and
define the machine M to be
M,, K(n)=M ,m(n+1)(n+1)
for all x # [0, 1] and all , # CFx . Now
|M,, K(n)&f (x)|
=|M ,m(n+1)(n+1)&f (x)|
|M ,m(n+1)(n+1)&fm(n+1)(x)|+| fm(n+1)(x)&f (x)|
<2&(n+1)+2&(n+1)
=2&n
on a set of outer measure greater than 1&2&(n+1)>
1&2&n. Hence f is <$-recursively approximable. K
As in the case of a uniform convergence, Theorems 4.5
and 4.7 can be relativized to any oracle. That is, we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 4.8. For any oracle B, a real-valued function f
on [0, 1] is B$-recursively approximable if and only if there
exists a B-recursive sequence of functions [ fn] such that fn
converges in measure to f.
One particular application of Theorem 4.8 is in describ-
ing the derivative of a recursive and differentiable function:
Theorem 4.9. If f is recursive and differentiable on
[0, 1], then f $ is <$-recursively approximable on [0, 1].
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we can define a
recursive sequence of functions [ fn] such that fn converges
to f pointwise on [0, 1], which in turn implies that fn con-
verges in measure to f on a bounded domain [0, 1]. By
Theorem 4.8, f is <$-recursively approximable. K
This is not the best possible characterization we can have,
because in general convergence in measure does not implies
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convergence pointwise. In fact, we list finding a precise
characterization of pointwise convergence as an open
problem.
5. OPEN PROBLEMS
In [Ho93] and this paper we have completely charac-
terized the effect of taking the uniform limit or limit in
measure of a recursive sequence of functions (and its
relativized counterpart). However, we have not been able to
give a precise characterization for pointwise convergence.
We show in Corollary 3.5 that a weakly a.e. recursive func-
tion can be characterized as the a.e. pointwise of a recursive
sequence of functions, but the converse is not true, as the
example in Proposition 3.6 and its corollary show.
Since pointwise convergence on a bounded domain
implies convergence in measure, we can therefore say that
the a.e. pointwise limit of a recursive sequence of functions
is no worse than being <$-recursively approximable; see
Theorem 4.9. Also, it is in fact recursively approximable if
we have effective convergence in measure. But can we do
better than this? That is, can we define yet another class of
functions that lies between the weakly a.e. recursive and
recursively approximable functions such that its
<$-relativized counterpart captures precisely the pointwise
limit of a recursive sequence of functions? These functions
cannot be continuous a.e., as shown above; but they also
cannot be totally discontinuous, which can happen for
recursively approximable functions (see [HS65, p. 79]).
Another related problem is that, while we have the notions
of an ``effective'' uniform convergence and an ``effective''
convergence in measure, we do not have a corresponding
notion of an ``effective'' pointwise (or a.e. pointwise) con-
vergence. This notion, if defined, should have strength in
between effective uniform convergence and effective con-
vergence in measure, just as normal pointwise convergence
lies in between uniform convergence and convergence in
measure. A starting point to look into the solutions to these
problems might be the Egoroff Theorem and its effectivized
version (Theorem 3.8).
Another possible direction to look is into relevant work
in constructive analysis as practiced by Bishop and his
followers [Bi67, BB85]. Part of their work involves con-
structivization of certain classical theorems; for example,
[Br77, Nu72]. Although we do not confine ourselves to
using only constructive methods, looking into their
development may lead to new insights in our field as to what
classical theorems can be made effective in our sense. In par-
ticular, constructive measure theory [BC72, Ch72] may be
very interesting. However, as in the case of constructive
analysis, whose aim is not just to give constructive versions
of classical theorems, we should also be looking beyond just
finding effective versions of some classical theorems in
analysis.
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